Ethanol-perturbed amyloidogenic self-assembly of insulin: looking for origins of amyloid strains.
A model cosolvent, ethanol, has profound and diversified effects on the amyloidogenic self-assembly of insulin, yielding spectroscopically and morphologically distinguishable forms of beta-aggregates. The alcohol reduces hydrodynamic radii of insulin molecules, decreases enthalpic costs associated with aggregation-prone intermediate states, and accelerates the aggregation itself. Increasing the concentration of the cosolvent promotes curved, amorphous, and finally donut-shaped forms. According to FT-IR data, inter-beta-strand hydrogen bonding is stronger in fibrils formed in the presence of ethanol. Mechanisms underlying the polymorphism of insulin aggregates were investigated by spectroscopic (CD, FT-IR, and fluorescence anisotropy) and calorimetric (DSC and PPC) methods. The nonmonotonic character of the influence of ethanol on insulin aggregation suggests that both preferential exclusion (predominant at the low concentrations) and direct alcohol-protein interactions are involved. The perturbed hydration of aggregation nuclei appears to be a decisive factor in selection of a dominant mode of beta-strand alignment. It may override unfavorable structural consequences of an alternative strand-to-strand stacking, such as strained hydrogen bonding. A hypothetical mechanism of inducing different amyloid "strains" has been put forward. The cooperative character of fibril assembly creates enormous energy barriers for any interstrain transition, which renders the energy landscape comblike-shaped.